Hosted Training Options

Private On-site training

This program is designed for organizations that need forensic training but do not have a computer training laboratory or travel budget. Certified Spyder Forensics instructors will travel and conduct the training onsite at an organization, supplying all the necessary equipment (if required) and courseware. This program is ideal for organizations who need to train a number of employees at the same time but want to save costs on travel and not have personnel away from the office or home. Students will receive the same high-quality instruction that they would at a Spyder Forensics training facility.

Requirements:

- Minimum of six students in the U.S. or 8 internationally; maximum 30 students.
- Classes will be held between 8:00 am-5:00 pm local time.
- The hosting agency will supply a room that will seat the number of students that will attend the course with an adequate power source, a white board, and a projection screen.
- Spyder Forensics will provide an instructor, notebook computers, a digital projector and all classroom materials.
- Hosting agency will receive complementary training seats based on full paying student numbers.
- Lab shipping fee is included in most cases
- Instructor fee is included.
- Instructor travel costs are included in the fee.

Custom On-site

Custom training can also be taught on-site. To provide the most secure and reliable training environment Spyder Forensics can utilize a portable computer lab that is pre-formatted for your training session, however, the use of client hardware is permitted once confirmation of hardware specifications is approved by the training team.

Cost includes instructor travel, lodging, and use of Spyder Forensics’ portable computer lab. On-site training is purchased for a minimum of a full day. The one-half day can be purchased in conjunction with one or more full days of training.
Custom Training

It is common to work with clients that have both beginner and advanced examiners in a single training group. Our trainers can assist in designing a training agenda that provides beginner students with the skills they need to become more effective in the lab while giving advanced users the knowledge they need to go beyond what the tools are displaying, learning the foundations of data artifacts.

Custom Training is designed to meet unique and specific training needs either through Remote Synchronous Training (RST), on-site live training at your premises or in a public training venue. Custom Training is the best solution for those with mixed skill levels or different roles within your organization.

We offer a consultation at no up-front cost, which provides our team with key information to customize the best agenda based on your environment, your goals, your staff and any deadlines you may have.

Our trainers will address all of your needs, step-by-step, by providing your training along with supportive materials, best practice instruction, tips and tricks, and suggestions to streamline your workflow. We are experts in the field and our goal is to ensure your success through:

- Quality of training
- Clear, concise and comprehensible communications
- Commitment to your deadlines
- Unparalleled project management and hand holding
- Preparation to meet the needs of mixed skill levels

The method of delivery—both RST or On-Site—is limited to a maximum of 30 students.

On-site classes require a system report to ensure the hardware meets minimum hardware requirements to ensure the best experience for the type, of course, being delivered.